   COMING IN THE CLOUDS OF HEAVEN WITH
“POWER” AND “GREAT” GLORY, PART 2
Shalom aleichem. I would like to testify to you today that  is
God, and that He has sent His Son,   , to the Earth to gather His
chosen people from among all nations, kindreds, people, and tongues to
establish the theocratic government of  on Earth. I would also like to
testify to you that we serve the true and living God, one who has caused
Himself to be put in a body that He might come to the planet Earth to cause
those who are walking in darkness to see His Great Light. Isn’t He a
merciful God? Praise   !
I have a personal testimony within myself that I was one who once
walked in darkness, but   has caused me to see His Great Light.
Yes, I was also one who dwelt in the land of the shadow of death, but
behold, upon me, He has chosen to let His light shine (Isaiah 9:2). I know I
have some witnesses to His Great light in here. Praise  !
His Light is like no other light. For only His light can penetrate the
soul. His light is far-reaching. His light is infinite. His light is immeasurable.
And His light is boundless. His light can cause you to see what no man on
Earth can cause you to see. Only the Great Light,   , can cause

you to “see” His marvelous light. And when He causes you to “see” His
light, you come to understand well that you don’t have but ONE God, you
only have but ONE mind, you don’t have but ONE love, and any action
other than His ONE action is out of the question. Praise   !!
Now in this seminar today, the information that I am about to share
will bear witness to the “power” that is contained in the Great Light of 
 , for He is in the world and He is the LIGHT of the world, and the
whole world shall soon see Him coming into “power” and “great” Glory.
In Part 1, we showed you in Acts, Chapter 13, verse 48 that 
“ORDAINED” some advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles who
shall glorify His name, and they shall be among this “divine” group with
whom the world shall soon see    coming into “power” and
“great” glory.
This EVENT shall be the most approved, the most important, and the
most satisfying, readily visible or observable EVENT that will be so
complete and convincing to the so-called Black people of America as to put
conclusion f-a-r beyond a reasonable doubt that    is not only
our Savior and Redeemer, but He is also the Savior and Redeemer of the
whole world. We validated with empirical facts that this extraordinary
EVENT shall surpass all known human or natural powers and will be
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ascribed to a supernatural cause. This shall be an unprecedented event—
UNLIKE anything to ever take place upon the Earth.
Although we have proved that the “ordained” advanced, ultra
sophisticated white Gentiles shall come to   , the big question in
my mind now and, perhaps in yours as well, is, WHAT “divine” plan will be
used to “CAUSE” them to come to Him? What exactly is going to happen to
“CAUSE” them to COME to   ? After hearing this “divine”
plan, you will know that o-n-l-y God Himself can cause such an occurrence.
And the answer to this question is the pivotal point of our discussion today.
In spite of the fact that the U. S. government has “physically”
separated    from us, and He can have absolutely no
communication with us (His disciples),  shall cause something to occur
that shall be so miraculous that it will surpass ALL known human powers,
and Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 2, tells us exactly what it is, and it reads in
part:
. . . the LORD, , shall arise upon thee (Israel, Judah, socalled Black people of America, descendants of slaves), and
His glory shall be seen upon thee.
In accordance with Random House Unabridged Dictionary, Computer
Software, the word arise is defined as, “to awaken, mount up, or come into
action.” So, the Lord, , SHALL cause His Spirit that is in those of us
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who have turned from transgressing His laws to awaken, mount up, and
come into action, and He SHALL cause His glory to be seen upon us.
Let us probe further into the word arise. In The New Strong’s
Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, copyright 1990, in the Hebrew and
Chaldee Dictionary section, the word arise in Hebrew (Reference #2224)
means, “to irradiate.” Under questionable authority, the Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, Computer Software, defines irradiate as, “to
enlighten spiritually.” In Microsoft Encarta College Dictionary, copyright
2001, on page 71, arise means, “be caused to happen as a result of
something.”  caused the U. S. government to “physically” separate
   from us; and as a result of this separation, He is performing
something that can only be ascribed as “supernatural,” and that is, He is
awakening His “divine” Spirit in us, and is enlightening us “spiritually.”
What does this mean?
The Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Computer Software,
provides credible evidence to show that enlighten means, “to furnish
knowledge to; to instruct; or to give spiritual insight to.” Instruct is
described as, “to provide with authoritative information.” In The Synonym
Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 1145, spiritual means the
same as sacred; and sacred (on page 1063) is synonymous to Biblical.
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Under cross examination, these facts attest to the fact that while the
government has “physically separated    from us, He is causing
His “divine” Spirit to mount up in us, and it is “spiritually” consuming us.
He is furnishing us with “Biblical” knowledge that we might gain “spiritual”
insight into the “nature” of words; that we might “intensify” and “magnify”
the spiritualization of our research. And, most of all, His Spirit is guiding us
to the “proper” tools we need to gather facts from “authoritative”
information, which means information that can be validated, proven, and
backed up.
In Microsoft Encarta College Dictionary, copyright 2001, on page
761, irradiate (from the word arise) is described as, “to make something
intellectually clear.” Before the government separated    from
us, He had given us His “divine” Ten-Step Study Method, which is a
“superior” method of inquiry. Therefore, He is causing us to use this
“divine” method of study to make the Bible “intellectually clear,” meaning
easily understood and without ambiguity. Truly, has “arisen” upon us.
As a result of causing these things to happen, the last part of
Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 2 tells us that something extraordinary shall take
place, and it reads:
. . . and His glory shall be seen upon thee.
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What exactly is His glory? Called before this body to give proof of its
meaning is the Roget’s International Thesaurus, Fourth Edition, copyright
1977, on page 984, which proffers that glory (Reference #1013.15) means,
“divine attributes.” The only Man on Earth who has “divine” attributes is
  .
With that being the case, this definition provides conclusive evidence
that  shall cause the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white
Gentiles to see the “divine” attributes of    upon us: meaning
they shall see that our righteous behavior, our just actions, our upright
deeds, and our honest and straightforward demeanor are exemplary of His
“divine” doctrines. They shall conclude that because of His guidance, we are
open minded and honorable people.
Despite what the government and the news media have said, they shall
see that we are good people; that we believe in doing excellent work; that
we are well behaved and have the right conduct. In addition, they shall
come to know that we are principled and ethical in our dealings; that we
practice truth; that we do that which is right, and that we govern our lives
by His “righteous” rules.
Moreover,    being our Teacher, His “divine attributes”
shall be identifiable in us, meaning that the “ordained” advanced, ultra
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sophisticated white Gentiles shall recognize that we adhere to His “divine”
teachings, and that we conform to His “moral” standards. Exemplifying
that we conform to His “moral” standards demonstrates to them that we are a
virtuous and chaste people, and that our actions, minds, and feelings are in
accord with the “divine” Mind of   and, as such, His will is our
absolute will.
The “ordained” advanced ultra sophisticated white Gentiles shall see
that we display an impeccable character, and as such conform to the very
nature of   . And just as importantly, they shall see that we use
good judgment and exercise extreme caution in all that we do. Inclusive of
all the above,  shall also cause them to understand that our attributes are
virtually identical to the “divine” attributes of   . Indeed, our
“glory” is our righteousness.
Therefore, our “righteous” attributes being virtually identical to the
“divine attributes” of

  , as well as our “spiritual”

enlightenment, is for a “divine” purpose, and Isaiah, Chapter 62, verse 2,
tells us for what purpose it is, and it reads in part:
And the Gentiles shall see thy righteousness, and all kings thy
glory: . . .
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The “divine” purpose is so the Gentiles can “see” our “righteousness” and
ALL kings our glory. Why is it important for “them” to see our
righteousness, and “ALL” kings our glory? The answer is found in our
foundation Scripture, Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 3, and it reads:
And the Gentiles shall “COME” to thy light, and kings to the
brightness of thy rising.
It is important that the Gentiles “see” our righteousness because this
is the “supreme” strategy that  shall use to cause them to “COME” to
  . Praise ! When this occurs, it will be the most approved,
the most important, and the most satisfying readily visible or observable
event that will be so complete and convincing to the so-called Black people
of America as to put conclusion f-a-r beyond a reasonable doubt that 
  is their and our Redeemer, Savior, and Messiah.
Let us conduct an official inquiry into the logistics of how  will
cause this “divine,” strategic event to occur by decoding Isaiah, Chapter 60,
verse 3, beginning with the word shall. With the permission of Webster’s
New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, copyright 1999, on page
1316, shall is described as a word that “is used in formal speech or writing
to express determination, compulsion, obligation, or necessity.” To
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understand the magnitude of “shall,” we must validate the meaning of each
of these words.
First, the word “determination.” On page 393, determine, the root of
the word determination, means, “bound, decide upon, calculate precisely,
and resolved.” On page 1220, resolved means, “firm and fixed in purpose.”
So, we see that the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles
are bound by “divine” decree to come to our light. The fact of the matter is,
their coming was already decided upon, calculated precisely, and firmly
fixed in “PURPOSE” by  Himself from the beginning.
Let us move now to compulsion, the second definition of shall.
Compulsion, on page 300 means, “being compelled; an irresistible impulse
to perform some act.” On page 297, the word compel is defined as, “to bring
about by force.” On page 552, force is defined as, “to produce by unnatural
effort; to exert beyond the natural limits.” This makes it clear that the
“ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles coming to  
 shall be brought about by an unnatural effort that will be exerted
beyond the natural limits of man, for  has put in their very “nature”—
their chemical concoction—an “irresistible” impulse that shall cause them
to come to    because they shall “see” a reflection of His
“divine” light in us. Praise   !
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What is an “irresistible” impulse? I now put under oath The Synonym
Finder by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 605, to offer proof of what
this means. It presents compelling evidence to show that the word
irresistible means the same as overpowering. Overpowering, in The
Random House Dictionary of English Words, Unabridged Edition, copyright
1967, on page 1029, means, “to subdue by superior force; to gain mastery
over the bodily powers or mental faculties.” In The Random House College
Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1988, on page 670, impulse is
defined as “the influence of a particular feeling, mental state; sudden,
involuntary inclination prompting to action; a single, usually sudden flow of
current in one direction.”
So, the Gentiles shall come to   because shall
exercise His superior force to influence a particular feeling to occur in their
minds that will cause an involuntary inclination to prompt them to come.
This will be a single, usually sudden flow of magnetic current that will gain
mastery over their bodily powers and mental faculties.

It will be so

overwhelming that it will move them only in “one” direction, and that is
straight to the “LIGHT” of    that is in us.
The Gentiles “SHALL” come. Continuing with obligation, the third
meaning of shall. On page 995 (Webster’s New World College Dictionary,
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Fourth Edition), obligation is defined as, “a thing that one is bound to do by
promise, moral responsibility, etc.; the fact of being indebted to another for a
favor or service received; legally bound to make payment or perform
services for the benefit of another.”
Shall confirms that the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated
white Gentiles are bound by “divine” promise that our God, , made to
our forefathers Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob in Genesis 15:13-14 that after we
had served America for four hundred years, we would come out with great
substance. So they have a moral responsibility to come to   
because they are indebted to us for the favor and service they received from
the free labor of our ancestors when they captured and brought them to
America to work as slaves. They are indebted to us because they must pay
us reparations for the lost, damage, and injury they have caused us. They are
indebted to us because they must give back our property or land that they
took from us.
Furthermore, the white Gentiles are also “legally” bound to come to
our light, because they must make restitution to us by performing the
services we need for the benefit of establishing the theocratic government of
 on Earth; just as we did for them when they used the “free” slave labor
of our fore parents to build their nation: The United States of America. We
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must not forget that it is from the blood and sweat of our fore-parents as well
as us—their seed—that America is what it is today.
And now, “necessity,” the last definition of shall. Necessity
(Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition, on page 962) is
defined as “anything that is inevitable, unavoidable, etc., as a result of
‘natural’ law; a great need; something that cannot be done without.” The
“ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles coming to the light
of    that is in us is inevitable and unavoidable, meaning it is
“sure” to occur, happen, or come about. Their coming will be the result of
the “natural” law of

—the law of physics, which is the law that

governs energy and motion. Since  created energy and motion, then it is
He who shall compel the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white
Gentiles to come to   .
Question: Why is so much attention given to the Gentiles? One such
reason is because  has put the “ordained” advanced, ultra
sophisticated white Gentiles in control of things that cannot be done without
in establishing the Kingdom of Heaven. To make this even clearer, in The
Cassell Concise Dictionary, Revised Edition, copyright 1998, on page 972,
necessary (the root of the word necessity) means, “requiring to be done; not
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voluntary, not of free will; anything which is essential for some purpose;
indispensable; and MONEY.”
Thus, the coming of the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated
white Gentiles to    shall not be voluntary and neither shall it be
of their own free will but, rather,  is requiring this to be done. Why?
Because the Gentiles are most essential to helping us to build the New
World Order—the Kingdom of . Besides, they are “indispensable,”
because they not only have the professional “skills” we need, but they also
have “all” of the required “tools” and “equipment” we need for setting up
the righteous government of .

And above all, the “ordained”

advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles have and control “A-L-L” the
M-O-N-E-Y on the planet Earth! And looking at how they have destroyed
Earth, the planet of , we are going to need “ALL” of it to build Heaven
on Earth! Selah.
Now that we understand that the “ordained” advanced, ultra
sophisticated white Gentiles coming to    is not voluntary, but
rather by “divine” decree, let us now move on to the phrase (“The Gentiles
shall . . .”) come to (Isaiah 60:3). In accordance with The American
Heritage Dictionary of Idioms, copyright 1997, on page 130, the phrase
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come to means, “recover consciousness.” Recover consciousness from
what? Jeremiah, Chapter 16, verse 19 has the answer, and it reads in part:
. . . the Gentiles shall come unto thee from the ends of the
earth, and shall say, Surely our fathers have inherited lies,
vanity, and “things” wherein there is no profit.
The “ordained” white Gentiles from the ends of the earth shall soon
recover consciousness and become “acutely” aware that they have inherited
nothing but straight up lies. They shall find out that a-l-l they have inherited
is nothing but absolute vanity; that they have inherited “things” that don’t
belong to them—wherein there is unquestionably no profit to them nor to
their generations to come.

They have inherited lies about  “the”

Creator. They have inherited lies about His Son and the Messiah. And they
have inherited lies about the so-called Black man of America, the chosen
people of the Bible—to name a few.
Realizing this, the “ordained” white Gentiles shall come to  
. To explain what this means, the Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus,
copyright 1996, on page 858, is summoned to give another meaning of the
phrase come to (Reference #670.11, page 594). It verifies that it means the
same as “merge or convert.” In accordance with The Synonym Finder, by J.
I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 724, the word merge is synonymous to,
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become absorbed, become a part of; become one with; and lose one’s
identity or individuality.
Therefore, these facts confirm that the “ordained” advanced, ultra
sophisticated white Gentiles shall become absorbed in the light of  
 that is in us, meaning that their attention shall be fully occupied with
our light, so much so that they shall become a part of our light. In fact, they
shall become ultimately “one” with our light, even resulting in them
eventually losing their own identity and individuality.
Well, the white Gentiles are not going to have any problem losing
their own identity and individuality. The truth of the matter is, they have
already lost their identity and individuality. Have you noticed how black
white people are becoming? I don’t know what is happening to white
people. To tell you the truth, white people have gone just plain crazy: I
mean, they don’t even talk white no more: I hear them taking about “Yo,
man”; “Go Girl”; “Get out of here! Get out of here! Get out of here!” Now
just last week, I was watching the television, and what I heard, I know I
passed out momentarily: One white boy said, “Yo, man!”; and the other one
said, “What’s up dog?” I could not believe what I had heard! Now that was
it for me! That confirmed they have truly gone way o-f-f.
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But that is not all, have you heard that they are having surgery just to
enlarge their lips and butts? They are dressing black like Snoop Dog: pants
all hanging down off their butts; b-i-g shirts hanging down low; tennis shoes
with the soles about “five inches” thick; b-i-g chains hanging all around their
necks, and gold teeth. Yes, they are losing their identity! Then they have
changed their whole style of singing and dancing: They are singing like
Whitney Houston and dancing like Janet Jackson, Michael Jackson, and the
rap artists: grabbing stuff and bending all over and sliding and gliding and
splitting. Not only are the white Gentiles becoming black, but the whole
world is becoming black: black people in America have the whole world
rapping: the Japanese, the Chinese, the Koreans, the Germans, the
Pakistanis, the Palestinians, the Iraqis—all nations. And, too, White people
are wearing their caps backward; music turned up high in their cars and
SUV’s. Listen to this, they have even changed their walk: they are walking
like “P Diddy” —right shoulder all hanging down to the side. White people
don’t care nothing about Ophrey Winfrey, Tiger Woods, the Williams
sisters, Michael Jordan, Shaq, and Kobe being black. Now to bring it on
home: they are all in the black churches: they are singing in the choirs, and
clapping their hands “on beat”; they are even shouting and speaking in
tongues just like black people.
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My point is this: The “ordained” white Gentiles shall come to 
 , and they are not going to have n-o-o-o problem with losing their
own identity and individuality: for shall cause the “ordained” white
Gentiles to merge with His “divine” light that is in us.
The next definition of the phrase come to is “convert.” On the
authority of Webster’s New World College Dictionary, Fourth Edition,
copyright 1999, on page 318, convert is defined as, “to cause to change as
from one religion or course to another.” Because of the light of  
 that is in us, the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white
Gentiles shall soon change from their false religions and come to believe in
the “divine” teachings of   . They shall learn and practice the
commandments, judgments, laws, and statutes of ; and by doing so,
they will begin to follow His “moral” course of action.
The Gentiles shall come to our “LIGHT”. . . Given that it is our
“LIGHT” that is the “star witness” in the plan that  shall use to cause
the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles to come to
  . In the Merriam-Webster’s Collegiate Dictionary, Computer
Software, the word light means, “spiritual illumination; inner light.”
Let us break down each of these definitions. First, “spiritual
illumination.” In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on
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page 1145, spiritual is described as godly, or Christlike. Illumination
implies “intellectual enlightenment.” Intellectual means the same as
“mind.” And enlightenment is tantamount to “knowledge.” This
information confirms that the Gentiles shall come to    because
they shall come to understand that He has caused us to have Christ-like
minds; that we have godly knowledge that can only come from the “divine”
Mind of   .
Now inner light, the second definition of light. The “ordained”
advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles shall come to   
because of our inner light. I now give interlocutory instructions to Random
House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software, to dispel the
mystery of what inner light means. Inner light is defined as, “the light of
Christ in the soul of every person, considered as a guiding force.”
The “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles shall
come to    because the light that is in them shall cause them to
know that He is the guiding force of our light. The guiding force of our light
means that    is the motive behind our light, the reason for our
light, and the cause of our light. And not only that, but He is also the
impetus and the objective of our light. In fact, He is the sole purpose of our
light as well as the hope, inspiration, and guiding principle of our light. To
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tell the truth and nothing but the truth, He is, without a doubt, the guiding
“Spirit” in our light.
In Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer
Software, illumination (from the word light) is also synonymous to
revelation, insight, and wisdom. So it is because of our “revelations, insight,
and wisdom that the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white
Gentiles shall be compelled by an irresistible impulse to come to  
. Let us be more specific by examining each of these words and all of
their intricate parts.
Let us begin with the first word, revelation. In Merriam-Webster’s
Collegiate Dictionary, Computer Software, revelation by definition is “an
act of revealing or communicating ‘divine’ truth; something that is revealed
by God to humans; an astonishing disclosure (as shocking revelations).”
Thus, the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles shall
come to    because they shall become cognizant of the fact that
He has given us the ability to reveal and communicate “divine” truth: truth
that can only be revealed to us by God,  Himself. That being the case,
they shall perceive that He has given us the power to make astonishing
disclosures and shocking revelations of things written in the Bible that have
never been revealed before.
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In the same source, revelation also means, “apocalyptic writings.” In
The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 56,
apocalyptic is equivalent to revelatory, prophetic, predictive, and
prognosticative. Therefore, the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated
white Gentiles shall be drawn to   , because they shall read on
the Internet our shocking revelatory writings, meaning our striking
disclosures of things never before realized. They shall be provided a strong
motive to come to   , because they shall realize that the method
of study, the Ten-Step Study Method, He has given us is the reason our
prophetic writings are incontestable, indisputable, and undeniable. They
shall be magnetized to   , because of our predictive ability, that
is, our ability to foretell the future. And they will see evidence of our
prognosticative capability, meaning our capacity to show the probable
course and outcome of the cataclysmic conditions upon the Earth today, and
their relationship to Bible prophecy.
We shall now move to the second definition of illumination—insight,
which means “the act or result of apprehending the inner nature of things or
of seeing intuitively; a power to see what is not evident to the average
mind.” The “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles shall
come to    because they shall see that He has given us the ability
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to apprehend the inner “nature” of words, as well as the capacity to see
intuitively, meaning the power to perceive truths and facts that are
“independent” of any reasoning process, clearly suggesting that we possess
the “divine” power to give logical and intelligible practicality to what is not
evident to the average mind.
And now the third definition of illumination (which comes from the
word light): wisdom. In accordance with the Random House Webster’s
Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software, wisdom is described as
“sagacity; scholarly knowledge.” In The Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale,
copyright 1978, on page 1065, sagacity means the same as, sound judgment,
clear thinking, common sense, understanding, and perspicacity.
The “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles shall
become absorbed in our knowledge, because they shall see clearly that 
  has given us scholarly knowledge: knowledge of how to use sound
judgment in demystifying some of the greatest mysteries in the Bible. They
shall quickly compute that He has caused us to be clear thinking in our
Scriptural translations, as well as how to use common sense in making
inferences, assertions, and deductions.
More specifically, they shall come to    because they shall
see that He has taught us how to disassemble perplexing metaphors,
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decipher puzzling allegories, unravel mysterious similes, and break down
complex symbols. And most of all, they shall recognize that we possess
perspicacity, which means that    has trained us in how to
present a “clear” picture and give “thorough” consideration to our analyses,
to the point that we don’t stop until we have deeply penetrated all cryptic
writings and arrived at the “full” truth of a matter.
Let us continue with Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 3. While  shall
compel the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles to
come to our “divine” knowledge and “spiritual” luminosity, the “kings” of
the Earth, however, shall come to   because of something else,
and it reads:
. . . and kings to the brightness of thy rising.
shall cause the kings to come to the brightness of the rising of the socalled Black people of America who are following the moral teachings of
  and have turned from transgressing the laws of .
Now let us subpoena the supreme counsel of Roget’s International
Thesaurus (Fourth Edition, copyright 1977, on page 1045) to give credence
to the definition of king. It testifies to the fact that king (Reference #749.611) means the same as, Potentate. Webster’s Third New International
Dictionary, Unabridged, Volume II, H-R, copyright 1966, on page 1775,
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corroborates that potentate is “the chief officer of a secret fraternal order;
one who possesses great power or sway; a powerful company.” The
Bartlett’s Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 977, further confirms
that fraternal order (Reference #59.4) means the same as Secret Society.
In the Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer
Software, sway is defined as “to cause (a person) to incline or turn in a
specified way; influence.” Incline means “to bow.”
We see here that the word kings is representative of the “chief”
officers in the Secret Societies, the most powerful company of men and
women in the world, who possess such great power that they can cause all
nations, kindreds, peoples, and tongues to turn in a specified way. These are
the people who influence all national and international affairs. The destiny
of every country is determined largely by this powerful group. They must
absolutely approve all matters that affect the global populace. Believe it or
not, it is this group with whom you shall soon see    coming into
“power” and “great” glory.
The “chief” officers of the Secret Societies are lofty and haughty men
and women who are accustomed to men bowing down to them, not them
bowing down to someone. But these men and women have been “ordained”
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and “chosen” by    to fulfill prophecy, and Isaiah, Chapter 2,
verses 11-12, tells us that:
The lofty looks of man shall be humbled, and the haughtiness
of men shall be bowed down, and the LORD, , alone
shall be exalted in that day.
For the day of the LORD, , of hosts shall be upon every
one that is proud and lofty, and upon every one that is lifted
up; and he shall be brought low:
And not only shall this mighty company of men and women bow, but
Romans, Chapter 14, verse 11 also says:
For it is written, As I live, saith the Lord, , every knee
shall bow to Me, and every tongue shall confess to .
According to Roget’s International Thesaurus, Fourth Edition,
copyright 1977, Reference #749.6-11, king means the same as head of state,
president, and the man in the White House. These words affirm that among
this great company of men and women are the heads of state, presidents of
countries, including the man in the White House. All of these people are
bound by “divine” decree to come to    because of the brightness
of our rising.
Research shows that the vast majority of the six million secret society
members worldwide reside in the USA and Great Britain.  made the
white Gentiles of the United States of America the most powerful and
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respectable people on the planet Earth. He has caused America to be
recognized around the world as the undisputed “superpower”: When
America speaks, the whole world listens. What happens in America affects
the whole world.  has blessed America above all nations on Earth, and
He shall use America for His “divine” purpose: to fulfill prophecy. Given
that fact,  shall, beyond question, cause every nation, and every
kindred, and every people, and every tongue to bow to America. Then He
shall cause America to bow to   . And when America, the most
powerful country in the world, bows to   , all nations, and
kindreds, and people, and tongues shall also bow, according to Revelation.
Chapter 7, verse 9, which reads:
After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man
could number, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and
tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb, 
 , clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands;
Let me share this with you: I heard with my own ears George W.
Bush, the President of the United States of America, say something that was
so profound that if I had had false teeth, they would have fallen out of my
mouth. He said on CNN (latter part of August or early September 2002) that,
“America was given the right to rule by God.” What he said is in fact true:
America was given the right to rule by God.
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Now what makes this

statement true is the fact that the same God who gave America the right to
rule is the same God that shall take it away, and that is verified in Psalm,
Chapter 75, verse 7, which reads in part:
But God, , is the judge: He putteth down one, and setteth
up another.
In the same source (Roget’s International Thesaurus, Fourth Edition,
copyright 1977, Reference #749.6-11), the word king is tantamount to
Secretary of State. You mean to tell me that Secretary of State Colin Powell
shall come to    because of the brightness of our rising?
Behold, the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies already know that the
Messiah is in America, and that He is black. This is “one” reason why Colin
Powell, Condoleezza Rice, and Kofi Annan—all black people—were put in
the powerful positions they are in today. The black people wield the most
powerful positions in the world. Don’t be fooled by this secret move by the
“chief” officers of the Secret Societies. Their stratagem is—knowing that
   shall soon come into “power” and “great” glory—to
“secretly” prepare all world rulers to accept and follow the authoritative
orders and commands of black people, so when   , the black
Messiah, takes rulership over all nations, they will be comfortable and will
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have no problem following His “divine” orders. Let us verify this with the
facts. Psalm, Chapter 72, verse 11, reads:
Yea, ALL kings shall fall down before Him [  ]:
ALL nations shall serve Him.
Continuing with the same reference, the word king affirms beyond a
reasonable doubt that all sovereign rulers and monarchs of all nations shall
come to    because of the brightness of our rising. Princes,
crowned heads, and emperors shall come. Grand dukes shall come. Even the
Holy Roman Emperor shall come, and we strongly suggest that He be
straight—standing up straight as well as sexually straight. No pedophile. In
fact, don’t even “think” about it! Selah!
The word kings corroborates that among this powerful group of men
and women will be the Dalai Lama as well as shahs, sheikhs, and rajas.
Great Moguls, sultans, Grand Turks as well as princes, princesses, and
queens shall come. Yes, that is inclusive of Queen Elizabeth, Princess
Margaret, and Prince Charles and His heirs.
According to Reference #918 (in the same source), king validates that
people who are referred to by such titles as Excellency, Eminence, His/Her
Excellency, and Lord shall come to    by virtue of the brightness
of our rising. People who are acknowledged by such titles as His Royal
Highness, Majesty, Royal Majesty, Imperial Majesty, and Serene Majesty
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shall come. And people who are called by such titles as Most Excellent,
Most Worthy, the Most Worshipful, and the Most Honorable shall come to
   as a result of the brightness of our rising.
In addition, the word king (Reference #830.1) gives sanction to the
fact that people who are known as magnates and tycoons shall come. The
world’s top business leaders, top executives, industrialists, and captains of
industry shall all come to    because of the brightness of our
rising.
King (Reference #836.9-13, on pages 654-655) attests to the fact that
bankers and financiers shall come to   . The word king gives
supporting evidence to substantiate that the secretary of the Treasury, head
of the Federal Reserve bank, head of Wall Street bank, Bank of England,
Bank of France, the Swiss bank, and head of Ft. Knox shall all come to 
  by reason of the brightness of our rising. Moreover, the top officials
from the World Bank and the International Monetary Fund shall come
before    because of the brightness of our rising.
Let us continue with the last part of our foundation Scripture (Isaiah
60:3: “. . . to the BRIGHTNESS of thy rising.”) Since the kings—“chief”
officers of the secret societies—shall be compelled

by an irresistible

impulse to come to the brightness of our rising, let us put the word
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“BRIGHTNESS” on the witness stand so we can find out what this is all
about. To give plausible testimony to its meaning, I now call on The
Synonym Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 133. It affirms
that brightness means the same as brilliant. On page 134, brilliant confirms
that the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies shall come because they shall
see that    has made us “divinely” intelligent, spiritually gifted,
enormously apt, and supremely talented in the knowledge of the ineffable
name, .
Brightness conveys that they shall come, because they shall perceive
that    has made us highly inventive, very resourceful, extremely
proficient, and well accomplished in the infinite power in the ineffable
name. Being well accomplished in the infinite power in the ineffable name
suggests that they shall come to   , because they shall notice that
He has made us highly capable, exceptionally competent, notably able, and
most efficient in understanding the unlimited authority endowed in the
ineffable name.
Most assuredly, they shall become conscious of the fact that  
 has made us in such a manner that we are quick in our assessments,
clever in our judgments, and sharp in our linguistic analyses of the infinite
wisdom that is deeply embodied in the ineffable name .
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The “chief” officers of the Secret Societies shall come to  
 because they shall see that He has taught us wisdom that far surpasses
not only them, but also all Bible scholars in recognizing the commanding
force that encircles the ineffable name. They shall acknowledge that He has
made us quick-witted in searching out and uncovering the “natural” forces
that empower the ineffable name.
Recognizing that we have a “direct” channel to the “natural” forces
that empower the ineffable name says to the “chief” officers of the secret
societies that    has caused us to be thoroughly observant and
most definitely clear-eyed in examining the “divine” attributes subsumed in
the ineffable name. Understanding this lets them know that   
has given us the ability to comprehend and grammatically analyze all the
essential constituents that embrace the ineffable name.
Embracing all of these qualities proves to the “chief” officers of the
Secret Societies that    has created us in such a way that we are
truly wise, absolutely profound, and unquestionably deep in the controlling
forces that encompass the ineffable name. With that understanding, they
shall conclude that    has made us the most scholarly, the most
educated, the most learned, and the most well read in the jurisdiction and
political control that extend on all sides of the ineffable name.
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Subsequently, the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies shall bow to 
 , because they shall understand well that He has made us the most
worthy to proclaim as well as the most deserving to testify to the
Sovereignty of the ineffable name .
Now that we understand our brightness is about our “spiritual
knowledge” of the ineffable name, let us continue our journey and find out
what the word rising means, as the kings of the Earth shall come to the
brightness of our “RISING.” In Roget’s International Thesaurus, Fourth
Edition, copyright 1977, on page 1181, rising is equivalent to “course”
(Reference #267.2), which is equivalent to soaring.
I now request permission to question the authority of The Synonym
Finder, by J. I. Rodale, copyright 1978, on page 1131, to affirm the
definition of the word soar, the root of the word soaring.

Soar is

synonymous to towering. On page 1248, towering confirms that the “chief”
officers of the Secret Societies shall come to   , because they
shall come to know that He has shaped our minds in such a way that we are
greater, better, and superior to all others in Biblical interpretations. They
shall come because they shall take note that we are head and shoulders
above all others in making the prophecies in the Bible clear and
understandable; that we are outstanding in our decoding of the Scriptures;
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that we are matchless, second to none, and in a class all by ourselves in
exacting every day meanings to words in the Bible. Being able to do all of
these things says to the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies that  
 has raised our spiritual intellectual powers to a level that we are
unequaled, unmatched, and unrivaled not only by them, but also by all socalled Bible scholars in decrypting that which has been “encrypted” in the
Holy Bible.
Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 5 offers clear and convincing evidence as
to why  shall cause the “ordained” white Gentiles” to come to  
 as a result of our light, and the kings—the “chief” officers of the
Secret Societies—to the brightness of our rising, and it reads:
. . . the abundance of the sea shall be “converted” unto thee
(so-called Black people of America who are descendants of
slaves), the FORCES of the Gentiles shall come unto thee.
The answer is, because the abundance of “all” that “travels” by the “sea”
shall be converted (or returned) unto us, and the FORCES of the Gentiles
(the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white Gentiles) shall come
unto us.
Question: What does the word FORCES mean? I now call forth the
Hebrew-Greek Key Study Bible, on page 914, to validate its meaning. It
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refers you to Reference #2428 (on page 1612) which solemnly swears that,
“the main meanings of FORCES are strength, army, wealth, and virtuous.”
On the authority of Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary,
copyright 1989, on page 1166, strength means “support.” On page 1186,
support is defined as “to assist, help; to provide a basis for the existence of;
to uphold as valid or right; to promote the interest or cause of; to vote for.”
To assist means that the “ordained” advanced, ultra sophisticated white
Gentiles will aid us, meaning they will provide    with what is
useful or necessary to accomplish the task of building the Kingdom of
Heaven on Earth. In helping us they will cooperate effectively with  
, which suggests that they will make things easier or less difficult.
First Chronicles, Chapter 28, verse 4 declares that chose Judah
to be the ruler. In light of this, they will be out front promoting the interest
and cause of our “righteous” rulership. And most of all, they will vote for
what ever is necessary to help    in establishing His kingdom of
true holiness and righteousness in all the Earth.
Now, come, let us reason together—or let’s be real: Not all nations,
kindreds, peoples, and tongues are going to welcome the coming of  
 into power and great glory: some will mourn at His coming; still others
will decide they are not going to acknowledge Him as the Supreme Ruler,
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which carries a severe penalty for failure to comply with the wishes of 
 .
In accordance with Webster’s Ninth New Collegiate Dictionary,
copyright 1989, on page 103, army (from forces) is defined as, “a complete
military organization of a nation for land warfare; a large organized body of
men armed and trained for war, esp. on land; a body of persons organized to
advance a cause.”
These facts show how the kings—the “chief” officers of the Secret
Societies—of all the nations of the Earth will come and bring with them
large complete organized bodies of men and women “armed” for land
warfare for those who choose not to comply with the orders of  
. This body of men and women shall be organized for the purpose of
advancing the “divine” cause of   —His New World Order.
Revelation, Chapter 12, verse 5 backs this up, because it tells us how 
  shall rule all nations, and it reads in part:
And she brought forth a man child, who was to rule ALL
nations with a rod of iron: . . .
He shall rule ALL nations with what? A rod that is of iron. What
kind of iron is this? On the authority of Random House Webster’s
Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software, iron is defined as “a ‘weapon’
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made of iron.” In the same source, iron is described as “a pistol; something
used to shackle.” Weapon is defined as “any instrument used in defense in
combat, as a rifle or cannon.”
Heads of governments, acting on the orders of the “chief” officers of
the Secret Societies, shall come with their military forces to enforce the
commands of    with weapons made of iron: shackles, pistols,
guns, cannons, and the like.
From a historical perspective, Daniel, Chapter 3, verse 29 makes it
crystal clear as to how these weapons made of iron shall be used upon those
who speak against   , and it reads:
Therefore I (Nebuchadnezzar) make a decree, That “every”
people, nation, and language, which speak any thing amiss
against the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego, shall
be cut in pieces, and their houses shall be made a dunghill:
because there is no other God that can deliver after this sort.
The name of the God of Shadrach, Meshach, and Abednego was and still is
. To speak anything amiss means to speak falsely, inappropriately, or
unfavorably. So all those who want to “lip off” or show no respect, and want
to speak falsely, inappropriately, and unfavorably against    shall
be cut in pieces and their “houses” shall be made repugnantly filthy.
Now note that Nebuchadnezzar did not just make the decree to only
his people, but rather he had the “authority” and “approval” to make it to
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every people, every nation, and every language: symbolic of the power and
authority of the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies from around the
world.
All nations that will not serve    and His chosen and will
not adhere to His “moral” rulership and “righteous” commands, shall suffer
the fate described in Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 12, which reads:
For the nation and kingdom that will not serve thee ( 
) shall perish; yea, those nations shall be utterly wasted.
That is very clear: they shall be “utterly” wasted or useless. Now, the
Random House Webster's Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software, tells
us that wealth, the third word from the definition of forces, is “a great
quantity or store of money, valuable possessions, property, or other riches.”
The leaders of the nations of the Earth shall come with “great” quantities and
stores of money, valuable possessions, properties, and other such riches.
The fourth and last word in this series of definitions from forces is
virtuous. From the same source, virtue, the root of the word virtuous,
means “conformity of one’s life and conduct to moral and ethical principles,
uprightness; rectitude.” The “chief” officers of the Secret Societies are
“chosen” men. These are men who already conform their lives to moral and
ethical principles. They already conform to uprightness. And they already
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conform to being rectitudinous, meaning being correct in judgment and
following righteous procedures.
Now the word forces in Hebrew is chayil (in The New Strong’s
Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible, Reference #2428), and it means,
“great company, host.” Let us define each of these words. First, company.
In Random House Webster’s Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software,
the word company means, “a nation’s major intelligence-gathering and
espionage organization, as the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency.” Following
the directives of the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies, the kings—
heads of nations—shall supply    with their “major”
intelligence-gathering and espionage apparatuses, as the U.S. Central
Intelligence Agency. They are already trained in and fully equipped to
gather whatever intelligence    will need to establish peace and
good will toward all men on Earth (Luke 2:14).
And now, the next definition, host. In accordance with Bartlett’s
Roget’s Thesaurus, copyright 1996, on page 1032, host (Reference #126.12)
means the same as, lead the way, head up, assume command, assume
responsibility, and take the helm.

The “chief” officers of the Secret

Societies, whose members include the leaders of all countries as well as the
“ordained” advanced ultra sophisticated white Gentiles, shall come and lead
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the way in helping    to set up the Kingdom of Heaven. They
shall follow the dictates of    by assuming command of and
taking responsibility for establishing “His” order and protocol. They shall
come forth to    and take the helm or positions of control in
areas He assigns.
Host (Reference #473.14) also means, to receive someone, greet,
welcome, receive guests, usher in, entertain, and keep open house.  
 shall use the “chief” officers of the Secret Societies for receiving world
leaders who shall come to meet with Him.    shall use them to
greet, welcome, and receive rulers from around the world. He will use them
to usher or bring them to Him. He will even use them to set up the
entertainment for those coming to worship Him. In addition, they will also
be responsible for keeping open house as well as keeping open the gates
continually so that the kings of the Earth may be brought, according to
Isaiah, Chapter 60, verse 11, which reads:
Therefore thy gates shall be open continually; they shall not
be shut day nor night; that men may bring unto thee the
forces of the Gentiles, and that their kings may be brought.
Another word for forces is valiant. In Random House Webster’s
Unabridged Dictionary, Computer Software, valiant means, “boldly
courageous; brave; stout-hearted; worthy.” The “chief” officers of the Secret
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Societies have been searching for the light. They are boldly courageous,
brave, and stout-hearted, meaning they have the quality of mind or spirit that
enables them to face difficulty, danger, pain, etc., without fear. 
created them in this fashion so His work on Earth can be done. These men
and women are stout-hearted, meaning dauntless: they are not easily
intimidated.
In closing, let us read Romans, Chapter 11, verse 25, and it reads:
For I would not, brethren, that ye should be ignorant of this
mystery, lest ye should be wise in your own conceits; that
blindness in part is happened to Israel (the so-called Black
people of America who are descendants of slaves) until the
fulness of the Gentiles be come in.
These words are so you will not be ignorant as to why the so-called Black
people of America, descendants of slaves—also known as AfricanAmericans and people of color—have rejected their Redeemer,  
. The reason being: they are blind “in part.”

The United States

government and news media have published false statements about  
 to suppress the truth and to keep from public view that He is in the
world; therefore, the world “knows” Him not.
Be not ignorant of this mystery, my sisters and brothers, lest you be
wise in “your” own theory and speculation: the so-called Black people of
America, descendants of slaves, shall not come to    until they
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“see” with their own eyes the “FULLNESS” —(meaning completely filled
with and fully occupied by)—of the white “GENTILES” (the white “chief”
officers of the Secret Societies and the “ordained” advanced ultra
sophisticated white Gentiles) coming to   .
Isaiah, Chapter 9, verses 6 reads:
For unto US A child is born, unto US A son is given: and the
government shall be upon His shoulder: and His name shall
be called Wonderful, Counselor, The Mighty God, The
Everlasting Father, The Prince of Peace.
  , the PRINCE OF PEACE, is in the USA, and the
establishment of the theocratic government of    is upon His
shoulder. His Father, , shall cause the “ordained” advanced, ultra
sophisticated white Gentiles all over the world to come to our “spiritual”
luminosity, and the kings (the “chief” officers of Secret Societies from all
nations) to our profound wisdom, supreme knowledge, and unlimited
understanding of the ineffable name—.
This information should make it crystal clear in our minds just how
close it is to    coming into power and great glory.

For

September 2002 was the first time in our history that the Gentiles all over
the world were and still are able to come to our light, and the kings to the
brightness of our rising. Our seminars with Shocking Revelations are the
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LIGHT that shall CAUSE the Gentiles to COME to   —for
they shall come to know that our light is a “direct” reflection of His LIGHT.
Every eye on Earth can now read our “Shocking Revelations” on the
Worldwide Web—the Internet, and we shall soon witness   
coming into public view with “power” and “great” glory with the kings, the
“chief” officers of the Secret Societies, and the “ordained” advanced ultra
sophisticated white Gentiles, who were ordained to eternal life by  to
help    establish the Theocratic Government of  on Earth.
All praises be to    for His divine wisdom, knowledge, and
understanding! Selah.
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